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+ GPRS Web Viewer

A unique web programmable Monitor Unit.   

Any 24vdc  4-20 mA output can be monitored and scaled 
by this simple monitor.

Connects directly to:-
OLE C2020 1%   Tank Gauge
OLE T4020 1/2% Tank Gauge
OLE T5020 1/4% Tank Gauge

or any Instrument giving a 4-20 milliamp output signal.

Installation 
Simple single 3 core cable connection +24vdc, Signal,0ve.  

Set-Up
Dial the number on the Monitor,  log the serial number with the 
operator, receive a user name and password and log in.
Set the scaling by putting in the maximum 20 milliamp value, such 
as tank capacity or  temperature value or pressure value.

WebFeatures
120 minute logging provides 12 level samples per day. 

The web site has e-mail trigger set point for re-order as well as a 
leak / theft *detection monitor. Exception reporting, and 
exportable history are standard features.

Typical Applications
TANKS:   GASOIL , DIESEL, KEROSENE,.

LUBE OIL, COOKING OIL, GEAR OIL

WATER, ANTI-FREEZE, ADBLUE , WINDSCREEN 
WASH
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        Depending upon access levels, you can now see, all Customers, all Sites, or just all Tanks
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Simple Web Viewer

www.yourgauge.com
(Demo)

User Name   XXXX          'test'
Password     XXXX           'test'

www.yourgauge.com allows you to access your sites based on password control.

If you have multiple clients, they can only access their specific sites, and specific sites can access their 
tank data.
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Simple GRAPH View

User set-up is simple at either Tank level, 
site level, or customer level.

E-mail multiple recipients Daily Report, 
Weekly, Monthly, as well as % Trigger setting 
for Low Level Alerts (As many as you need).

Customer Level  Overview

Simple Tabulated view of READINGS, 
and can be exported to spreadsheets


